<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>SPEAKER</th>
<th>TOPIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| THURSDAY, APRIL 4th, 2024 | RESIDENT CASE PRESENTATIONS (Drs. Richard Atallah & Ismini Koulouri) | 2:00pm-4:00pm<br>Jordan Spindle, M.D.<br>Oculoplastic Surgeon<br>Heaton Eye Specialist  
CLINICAL VISITING PROFESSOR  
1. Pearls of Blepharoplasty  
2. MOHS Reconstruction Principles & Thinking Outside the Box |
| THURSDAY, APRIL 11th, 2024 | RESIDENT CASE PRESENTATIONS (Drs. Allen Ganjei & Anapatricia Maldonado Cerda) | 2:00pm-3:00pm<br>Nickisa Hodgson, M.D.<br>Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology<br>SUNY Downstate Health Sciences University  
OCULOPLATICS  
Lacrimal System & Disorders |
| THURSDAY, APRIL 18th, 2024 | RESIDENT CASE PRESENTATIONS (Drs. Koosha Ramezani & Israel Ojalvo) | 2:00pm-3:00pm<br>Shukti Chakravarti, Ph.D.<br>Professor, Ophthalmology & Pathology<br>Director, Basic Science Research<br>Interim Vice Chair, Research<br>NYU Grossman School of Medicine  
RESEARCH VISITING PROFESSOR  
Keratoconus & A Corneal Organoid Model System |
| 6:00pm-7:00pm | VIRTUAL JOURNAL CLUB | RETINA |
| THURSDAY, APRIL 25th, 2024 | RESIDENT CASE PRESENTATIONS (Drs. Brian Wollocko & Christopher Schiefer) | 2:00pm-3:00pm |

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Target Audience: Ophthalmologists, Ophthalmology Residents & Medical Students.  
Off Label Drugs/Device Usage: None  
Commercial Support: None  
Disclosures: None  

ACCREDITATION STATEMENT: Downstate Health Sciences University is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians. Downstate Health Sciences University designates this live activity for a maximum of 1.0 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.  

AMA CREDIT DESIGNATION STATEMENT: SUNY Downstate Health Sciences University designates this live activity for a maximum of 1.0 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.  

DISCLAIMER STATEMENT: Downstate Office of CME (OCME) and its affiliates are committed to providing educational activities that are objective, balanced and as free of bias as possible. The OCME has established policies that will identify and mitigate all conflicts of interest prior to this educational activity. All accredited providers are required to mitigate and disclose to the activity audience the relevant financial relationships of the planners, presenters, and authors involved in the development of accredited content. An individual has a relevant financial relationship if he or she has a financial relationship in any amount occurring in the past 24 months with an ineligible company whose products or services are discussed in the accredited activity content over which the individual has control. All of the relevant financial relationships listed for these individuals have been mitigated.  

ADA Statement Special Needs: In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, SUNY Downstate Health Sciences University seeks to make this conference accessible to all. If you have a disability, which might require special accommodations, please contact (718) 270-1961 or e-mail your needs to beatrice.pierre@downstate.edu  
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